Topical Webinars

Here you will be able to find webinars that address a certain subject in an in-depth manner. The list is in chronological order.

• Coming up next

pre-ICANN74 Newcomer Webinar

Tuesday, 31 May 2022 | 12:30 UTC
Invite | Zoom recording | Chat | Slides

• Past webinars

pre-ICANN74 ccTLD News

Invite | Zoom recording 19 May & 24 May
For the presentation slides, see below.

ccTLD News: The impact of the pandemic on ccTLDs
Thursday, 19 May 2022 | 13:00-14:30 UTC
Session Chair: Everton Rodrigues (.br)

• COVID-19: a force majeure impacting the domain name environment, Marta Dias (.pt)
• The Impact of the Pandemic on .GE ccTLD, Sophie Khidasheli (.ge)
• New Registry-Registrar Business Practices in response to COVID-19: the .ng experience, Eyitayo Iyortim (.ng)
• A study about the Impact of the pandemic on ccTLDs domain names registration in Africa – two ASCII ccTLDs and one IDN ccTLD, Hadia Elminiawi

ccTLD News: The link between ccTLDs and national CERTs or similar cybersecurity ecosystems
Tuesday, 24 May 2022 | 06:00-07:30 UTC
Session Chair: Annaliese Williams (.au)

• Régis Masse (TLD-OPS Vice Chair)
• Calvin Browne (RSP to .za)
• Yasuhiro Morishita (.jp)
• Luis Carlos Solano (.cr)
• Pierre Bonis (.fr)

DASC Webinar

Webinar to inform community about DASC, and to promote the call for volunteers.

• Thursday, 20 April 2022 (6 UTC). Zoom Recording
• Thursday, 20 April 2022 (16 UTC). Zoom Recording
pre-ICANN73 ccTLD News

Invite | Zoom recording 2 March & 3 March
For the presentation slides, see below.

ccTLD News: Meet the members
Wednesday, 2 March 2022 | 13:00-14:30 UTC

Session Chair: Everton Rodrigues (.br)

- A Hebrew IDN ccTLD for Israel, Yoram Hacohen (.il and ..)
- Accountable WHOIS in the usTLD Namespace, Crystal Peterson (.us)
- The journey to the launch of .bh, Sami Mohamed Ali (.bh and .)
- Building a vibrant .za namespace, Molehe Wesi (.za)
- ccTLD reform and results, Sophie Khidasheli (.ge)

ccTLD News: Capacity building by ccTLDs
Thursday, 3 March 2022 | 09:00-10:30 UTC

Session Chair: Biyi Oladipo (.ng)

- Internet Governance for journalists, Lianna Galstyan (.am)
- KISA’s Internet Governance Capacity building program, Boyoung Kim (.kr)
- The .it strategy to digitize Italian SMEs, Gino Silvatici (.it)
- Youth-oriented initiatives in .RU/, Andrey Aleinikov (.ru)
- Training of the technical community in Brazil by NIC.br, Antonio Moreiras (.br)

pre-ICANN73 Newcomer Webinar
23 February 2022 | 13:30 UTC
Invite | Zoom recording | Chat | Slides

MPC Webinar | 24 January 2022 (13 UTC)
The MPC leadership team invites all interested to be informed about the work of the committee, as well as learn how to become a member. The MPC launched a call for volunteers in January 2022.
Announcement | Zoom recording (cancelled) | Slides

IGLC Webinar | 19 January 2022 (08:30 UTC)
The IGLC leadership team invites all interested to be informed about the work of the committee, as well as learn how to become a member. The IGLC launched a call for volunteers in January 2022.
Announcement | Zoom recording | Slides

Webinar on the new ccNSO Rules
9 December 2021 (13 UTC), 60 min.
organised by a ccNSO Guidelines Review Committee sub-committee, led by David McAuley
Read more here, or watch the recordings here.

Workshop on the ccNSO & DNS Abuse
18 November 2021 (12 UTC).
Invite | Recordings and materials

pre-ICANN72 ccTLD News Session #1
Wednesday, 6 October 2021 (13:00-15:00 UTC). 120 min.
Announcement | Zoom recording: Part 1 & Part 2 | Chat
Copy of the presentation slides: see below

PART 1: Marketing
- The .ng promo experience | Chioma Keke (.ng)
- If I had a million dollars | Dana Ludviga (.lv)
- Promoting .ar web accessibility | Romina Guirardo (.ar)

PART 2: Policy, Operations & Finance
- Launch of 2nd level registrations in .au | Bruce Tonkin (.au)
- 3 projects to increase domain name stability & security in .RU/ | Irina Danelia (.ru/)
- ccTLD voluntary financial contributions | Daniel Stephens (ICANN.org)

pre-ICANN72 ccTLD News Session #2
Thursday, 7 October 2021 (06:00-07:30 UTC). 90 min.
Announcement | Zoom recording | Chat
Copy of the presentation slides: see below

PART 1: Internet Governance

- Mary Uduma (African IGF)
- Jordan Carter (.nz)
- Peter Koch (.de)

PART 2: Internet Governance

- Oscar Robles (LACNIC)
- Alyssa Quinn (.ca)

ccNSO Council Election Webinar

16 September 2021 (noon UTC). 60 min.
Announcement | Zoom recording | Chat | Slides

Webinar on the new ccNSO Rules

26 August 2021 (13 UTC). 60 min.
organised by a ccNSO Guidelines Review Committee sub-committee, led by David McAuley
Read more here.

ccTLD News Session #2

27 May 2021 (5 UTC, 90 min duration)
Announcement | Zoom recording | Chat
Copy of the presentation slides: see below

Topic: DNS Abuse, the ccTLD experience

- intro
- Javier Rúa-Jovet (NomCom Councillor)
- Xuebiao Yuchi (.cn)
- Angela Matlapeng (.bw)
- Guillermo Lama (.cl)
- Marta Moreira Dias (.pt)
- wrap-up

ccTLD News Session #1

26 May 2021 (13 UTC, 90 min duration)
Announcement | Zoom recording | Chat
Copy of the presentation slides: see below

Topic: ccTLDs and security, regulatory demands

- intro
- Joel Karubiu (.ke)
- Yuri Takamatsu (.jp)
- Cath Goulding (.uk)
- Alyssa Moore (.ca)
- Crystal Peterson (.us)
- wrap-up

ccPDP3 & ccPDP4 Update to the Community Webinars

15 April 2021 (8 & 16 UTC)
Zoom recordings | Chat recordings | Slides

ICANN70 ccTLD Community Webinar #2

18 March 2021 | (11 UTC)
Zoom recording | Chat recording | Slides

ICANN70 ccTLD Community Webinar #1

17 March 2021 | (20:30 UTC)
Zoom recording | Chat recording | Slides
ICANN70 ccTLD News Session #2
11 March 2021 (11 UTC, 90 min duration)
Zoom recording | Chat recording | Slides

ICANN70 ccTLD News Session #1
9 March 2021 (19 UTC, 90 min duration)
Zoom Recording | Chat recording | Slides

OISC Webinar
4 March 2021 (16 UTC)
Zoom Recording | Chat recording | Slides

Council Onboarding
17 February 2021 (15 UTC)
Zoom Recording | Chat Recording | Slides

IGLC Webinar
27 January 2021 (16 UTC)
Announcement | Zoom recording | Chat | Slides

MPC Webinar
20 January 2021 (14 UTC)
Announcement | Zoom recording | Slides

ccTLD Consultation #2 (ICANN meeting strategy)
16 December 2020 (12:30 UTC)
Announcement | Zoom recording | Chat | Slides

ccTLD Consultation #1 (ICANN meeting strategy)
15 December 2020 (18 UTC)
Announcement | Zoom recording | Chat | Slides

SOPC Webinar
30 November 2020 (15 UTC)
Announcement | Zoom recording | Chat | Slides

ICANN69 ccTLD News Session #2
1 October 2020 (11 UTC)
Click here to consult the Zoom recording. (Passcode: =9L^%dJua=)
Copy of the presentation slides: see below
- The European ccTLDs’ response to the EU digital agenda | Polina Malaja (CENTR)
- Critical infrastructure laws In Australia | Bruce Tonkin (.au)
- Policy updates and activities at the .ng ccTLD during the covid-19 pandemic | Edith Udeagu (.ng)
- .ar top level domain Opening - Digital Assistance Program | Romina Auletta Guirardo (.ar)

ICANN69 ccTLD News Session #1
29 September 2020 (11 UTC)
Click here to consult the Zoom recording. (Passcode: CSbt!1@+Tv)
Copy of the presentation slides: see below
- Successful transition of the .vu ccTLD | Andrew Molivurae (.vu)
- Study on legislative harmonization concerning Indonesian Domain Name Dispute Resolution Procedure | Mira Fajriyah (.id)
- Trademark protection mechanisms in .ua ccTLD | Svitlana Tkachenko (.ua)
• The first decade of Russian IDN ccTLD:: our experience and feedback | Maria Kolesnikova (.ru)

Prep meeting ICANN69 Covid-19 Session
22 September 2020 (13 UTC)
Presentation slides Joke, presentation slides Kim
Zoom recording | Chat recording

Prep meeting ICANN69 ccTLD News Session
16 September 2020 (11 UTC)
Presentation slides Joke, presentation slides Kim
Zoom recording (Access Passcode: $t@Q&0g7xC)
Chat recording

Council Election Webinar
• 2 September 2020 (19 UTC)
  Announcement | Presentation slides
  Zoom recording (Access Passcode: #95=ZJWaA2)
• 3 September 2020 (8 UTC)
  Announcement | Presentation slides
  Zoom recording (Access Passcode: #95=ZJWaA2)

ccPDP4-IDN Webinar
• 8 July 2020 (22 UTC)
  Announcement | Zoom recording | Presentation slides
• 9 July 2020 (11 UTC)
  Announcement | Zoom recording | Presentation slides

ICANN68 ccTLD News Session
• 2 June 2020 (11 UTC)
  Announcement | Zoom recording | Presentation slides
• 2 June 2020 (19 UTC)
  Announcement | Zoom recording | Presentation slides
• 26 May 2020 (15 UTC)
  prep meeting for presenters: Zoom recording (Password: 8S@6l7PM^*) | Presentation slides: Kim & Kathy | Joke

ccPDP3-retirement Webinar: Interim Report
• 23 April 2020 (21 UTC)
  Announcement | Zoom recording | Presentation slides
• 24 April 2020 (11 UTC)
  Announcement | Zoom recording | Presentation slides

ICANN67 Prep meetings
• 12 February 2020 (14 UTC): for session chairs ccNSO Members Meeting
  zoom recording | presentation
• 13 February 2020 (14 UTC): for presenters ccNSO Members Meeting
  zoom recording | presentation

ccPDP3-review mechanism Webinar
• 23 January 2020 (14 UTC)
  Announcement | Zoom recording | Presentation slides

ICANN66 Prep meetings
• 23 October 2019 | 13 UTC | For session chairs
  zoom recording & chat
• 15 October 2019 | 13 UTC | For presenters
  zoom recording

ME and IDN ccTLDs
6 March 2018
• slides
update to LAC
6 June 2018
- Audio Only - EN ES
- Zoom Room
- slides

For newcomers
These webinars are particularly targeted at newcomers, or those that want to learn more about the ccNSO.

Coming up next
pre-ICANN74 Newcomer Webinar
31 May 2022 | 12:30 UTC
Invite | Zoom recording | Chat | Slides

Past webinars
pre-ICANN73 Newcomer Webinar
23 February 2022 | 13:30 UTC
Invite | Zoom recording | Chat | Slides

IGLC Webinar | 19 January 2022 (08:30 UTC)
The IGLC leadership team invites all interested to be informed about the work of the committee, as well as learn how to become a member. The IGLC launched a call for volunteers in January 2022.
Announcement | Zoom recording | Chat

pre-ICANN72 ccNSO Newcomer Webinar
- 18 October 2021 (20 UTC), 60 min.
- 20 October 2021 (11 UTC), 60 min.
Announcement | Zoom recording | Chat | Slides

ICANN71 ccTLD Community Webinar
- 8 June 2021 (5 UTC)
Announcement | Zoom Recording | Slides
- 9 June 2021 (13 UTC)
Announcement | Zoom Recording | Chat Recording | Slides

ICANN70 ccTLD Community Webinar
- 17 March 2021 (19 UTC)
Announcement | Zoom Recording | Slides
- 18 March 2021 (11 UTC)
Announcement | Zoom Recording | Slides

ICANN69 ccTLD Community Webinar
- 22 September 2020 (11 UTC)
Announcement | Zoom recording (Access Passcode: r!pdfP$L6e) | Chat | Slides
- 23 September 2020 (19 UTC)
Announcement | Zoom recording (Access Passcode: 5m**2@k%K8) | Chat | Slides

ICANN68 ccTLD Community Webinar
- 9 June 2020 (11 UTC)
Announcement | Zoom recording (Access Password: 3T@b+T+1Ue)
Presentation slides
- 11 June 2020 (19 UTC)
Announcement | Zoom recording (Access Password: 0J.I73Q+&q)
Presentation slides

ICANN67 ccTLD Community Webinar
Council updates

*The ccNSO Council is at times invited to provide updates to external parties, such as for instance Regional Organisations.*

- All ccNSO Council meetings are open to observers. To join, please contact the ccNSO Secretariat.
- To consult the ccNSO Council updates to the Regional Organisations, click here.